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neccton
 Austrian IT Services and consultancy company
 Specialized in Data Science, Big Data
 >25 academic studies on player tracking, RG tools,

personalized feedback
 mentor system runs on more than 35 online gambling

sites, >5 mio players, >25 countries



Mission Statement
Creating a Fun & Safe Environment



Ingredients

Technology



Goals
 Increase customer satisfaction
 Meet regulatory requirements
 Keep problematic play at a minimum
 Maintain/Increase trustmark
 Increase usage of RG tools (e.g. limits)
 Support RG personnel



Detection & Interaction



The Problem Gambler?

vs.

Attempts to explain such disparate types from a single
theoretical perspective are essentially a fool‘s errand (Orford,
2006)



One size does not fit all

Escapist Gambler, Binge Gambler,....

Σ
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Why feedback?

• Players underestimate their losses
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How feedback?

• The extended parallel process model describes a way of
communication

Response efficacy: The action that is given to solve a problem will work. Also it
gives reasoning as to why this solution will work.

Example: Eating healthier can reduce your risk of heart disease by X
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Empowering the operator
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Empowering the operator
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Empowering the player
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Cognitive Dissonance

• Cognitive dissonance refers to a situation involving conflicting attitudes, beliefs or 
behaviours. This produces a feeling of discomfort leading to an alteration in one of 
the attitudes, beliefs or behaviours to reduce the discomfort and restore balance, 
etc.
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RG and Retention
First and only publication studying limits and loyalty



Tailored Recommendation

The right recommendation for the right player at the right point 
in time



Tailored Message
We have noticed that you have been depositing
increasing amounts of money into your account lately.
Checking your transaction history regularly and updating
your deposit limit can help you keep track of your
spending.



Message Sequence
First message: It seems like you have been gambling
more frequently lately. We recommend that you keep an
eye on how often you play.

Second message: We recently notified you that you have
been gambling more frequently lately. This worrying trend
seems to continue. We recommend using our
Responsible Gaming tools to keep track of how often you
play.



Tailored Message

Happy to see that you have recently won! Why don’t you use
some of that money on a nice dinner or buy yourself something
you want? Otherwise it could be gone faster than you think.

If a player wins a larger amount and shows a certain previous 
profile a message can assist in changing behaviour



Tailored Message
Players recently won a 
larger amount

Personal Message

Message Read



Tailored Message

Players follows
recommendation

Personal Message



Thank you
Dr. Michael Auer
m.auer@neccton.com
++43 (0) 650 4783160
www.neccton.com
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